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Better patient outcomes.

Improved user experience.

Reduced costs for healthcare.

Better patient outcomes. Improved user experience.
Reduced costs for healthcare.
There isn’t a GP surgery, clinic or hospital
department in the world who wouldn’t welcome
better outcomes for their patients, easier to use
equipment and reduced costs.

Then there is, brand new for 2020, the M-250 Chair
Scale, another innovative Marsden design that, with
its clever lifting seat, makes weighing patients who
need assistance a much simpler process.

Delivering your duty of care should not mean extra
processes or added expense. All that’s required is a
range of devices designed to support the everyday
needs of you and your patients, that fit neatly into
existing processes, or even better, improve them.

All of these products are responses to identified
needs from speaking to healthcare professionals
- or, as is the case with the Patient Transfer Scale,
actually invented by a nurse.

In this catalogue you’ll find such devices, including
the unique, revolutionary Patient Transfer Scale, a
transfer board with in-built weighing scale which
allows you to weigh immobile patients in seconds.
The ultra-light, precision accuracy M-320 Baby Scale,
a product highly anticipated by health visitors and
midwives.

Better patient outcomes, improved user experience
and reduced costs for healthcare. If you think you’ll
benefit from all three, make Marsden your medical
weighing scale supplier.

Marsden. Accuracy Assured.
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Learn more about
our products with
QR codes
This year, we’ve made it easier to find out everything
you need to know about Marsden scales.
Against each product you’ll find a QR code. Scan this
with your phone - either by using a QR code scanner
app, or by using the camera on your phone - and you’ll
be taken to the product’s listing on our website.
There, you will be able to access full specification,
videos, user manuals and product sheets. Plus, you can
use our website to send us a message or get instant
advice and support via our Webchat service.
Our website is the best place to keep up-to-date with
the latest product developments and availability. You’ll
also find helpful, downloadable guides on our blog.
Scan the QR code above to start browsing now.

Chair scale with lift assist
Our new M-250 raises the bar for chair
scales.

Blog
Product announcements,
industry news and free guides

Contact
Send us an instant message
about a product or service

4 Year Warranty
Find out more about our pioneering
product warranty period
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Every product in the Marsden medical
scales range is designed to benefit
patients, healthcare staff and budgets. The
M-250 is no exception: with a lifting seat, it
aims to reduce back injuries amongst staff,
enhance manual handling best practices
and make weighing a simpler process for
patients.
Find out more about
the development
behind the M-250,
and how it works, by
scanning the QR code.

Features Key
User experience and patient outcomes are the core consideration for every Marsden product. Use this key
to understand features - and the benefits to you and your patients.

4 Year Warranty: Get 4 years’ peace of mind
with every scale that displays the 4 Year
Warranty badge in this catalogue. Details of our
warranty policy are on page 39.

Class III Approved: NAWI Directive 2014/31/
EU states that any weighing scale used for
medical purposes must be Class III Approved.
Every scale in this catalogue carries the Class III
Approved legend.

Hold: Particularly useful if the patient you’re
weighing is moving. Press Hold and the display
will stabilise, giving you a precise weight
reading. A particularly useful feature on baby
scales.

Portable: ‘Portable’ scales are generally
defined as those that are easy to move around
because they are lightweight or have fitted
wheels/handles. Some portable scales have
optional carry cases available.

Tare: To get a more precise weight reading
from your weighing scales, use Tare to remove
unwanted weight from the display. This can also
be used to monitor milk intake on baby scales.

BMI: Most Marsden medical scales have BMI
calculation. Enter the patient’s height for their
BMI to be displayed; for scales with an auto
height measure, BMI will show automatically on
the scale’s indicator.

BSA: Unique to Marsden scales, Body Surface
Area (BSA) calculation makes our scales even
more useful, particularly when calculating drug
dosages. BSA calculation can be found on our
M-545, M-125, M-225 and M-230.

MDD Approved: Medical Devices Directive
Approval. Compliance and certification to
93/42/EEC. Although not a legal requirement in
the UK for medical scales, most of our products
are approved to this standard.

Mains/Replaceable Batteries: These scales can
either be powered by their mains adaptor, or by
non-rechargeable batteries. Check the listing
for the batteries required as well as estimated
battery life.

Rechargeable Battery: For extra portability,
most Marsden scales are powered by an
internal rechargeable battery, meaning they
can be used anywhere regardless of where the
nearest power socket is.

Micro USB: Scales with a Micro USB port can
send weight data to a PC. Marsden does not
supply software to receive information, however
once configured, your database can capture the
data from the scale instantly.

Height Measure: Some Marsden medical scales
have height measures, useful for calculating
BMI; some height measures are automatic,
meaning height is sent directly to the scale for
auto BMI calculation.

Scales with Bluetooth or Wi-Fi as an optional extra have data transfer capability.
Choose Bluetooth or Wi-Fi if you want to connect your scale wirelessly to your
electronic medical records.
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Patient Transfer Scale
Marsden M-999 Transfer Board with Built-In Weighing Scale

•

Weigh immobile patients instantly and accurately

•

Use during patient transfer from trolley to bed

•

Quick and easy - no more guessing weight

•

A more dignified, less stressful way to weigh patients

Weigh immobile patients in seconds!
A revolutionary idea - invented by an ED nurse, and now
used worldwide. The Patient Transfer Scale is a transfer
board with built-in weighing scale: Use it to weigh an
immobile patient instantly during transfer from trolley to
bed.
That means you no longer need to estimate the weight of
a patient in order to administer drugs or treatment quickly.
And because the PTS weighs patients during lateral transfer
- an existing process - you don’t need to account for the
time it takes to weigh them using bed scales or hoist scales.

Accessories:

Easier for staff, instant, accurate results - and better
outcomes for patients.

CC-999

Capacity:

250kg

Adaptor Specification:

5V 1.2A

Graduations:

500g

Battery Life:

50 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

1800mm x 700mm x 30mm

Weight of Scale:

11kg

Power Supply:

Internal Rechargeable Battery
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Watch the full animated video here:
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Baby Scales

Marsden M-300
High Accuracy Portable Baby Scale
•
•

For simple, high accuracy baby weighing
Lightweight, ergonomic design

•
•

Over 600 hours’ battery life
Perfect for maternity and neo-natal wards
The M-300 is Marsden’s best-selling baby scale,
used on maternity wards worldwide. 2g accuracy
makes it perfect for tracking the smallest changes
in a baby’s weight - including milk intake.
Lightweight and easy to use, with an ergonomic
design that’s comfortable for babies.
Accessories:

CC-400

RK-400

903 Trolley

Capacity:

15kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 300mA AC Adaptor (optional)

Graduations:

2g<6kg>5g

Battery Life:

600 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

370mm x 585mm x 120mm

Weight of Scale:

3kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 2 x 1.5V AA batteries

Marsden M-320
Lightweight Scale for Weighing Babies and Toddlers
•
•

Coming Spring 2020
Ultra lightweight two-piece baby scale

•
•

Perfect for home visits - weighs 2.4kg
Breast Milk Intake measurement function
The M-320 answers the need for a baby scale
that’s as lightweight as possible. This two-piece
scale weighs just 2.4kg and is available with a
carry case or rucksack. A removable tray means
the scale can be used to weigh toddlers, too.
Ideal for midwives and health visitors.
Accessories:

CC-400

RK-400

903 Trolley

Capacity:

20kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 0.5A 2.1mm tip+

Graduations:

10g<10kg>20g

Battery Life:

Over 100 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

560mm x 290mm x 120mm

Weight of Scale:

2.4kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 4 x AA Batteries
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Marsden M-400/M-410
Portable Baby and Toddler Scale (M-400)
Portable Baby, Toddler and Child Scale (M-410)

Ultimate versatility for weighing
babies and children.
The M-400/M-410 are robust, portable scales for
weighing babies and children. These easy to use scales
have a comfortable, curved tray for weighing babies,
which can be easily removed. Once removed, children can
stand on the platform to be weighed.
For weighing babies and toddlers, choose the high
accuracy M-400. The M-410 has a 50kg capacity which
makes it suitable for weighing primary school children,
too.

•
•
•
•

Robust design that’s built to last
Breast Milk Intake measurement function
For hospitals, clinics, GP surgeries and midwives
Accurate to 5g

Accessories:

CC-400

RK-400

903 Trolley

Measure the amount of milk breast-fed to a baby with the
Breast Milk Intake function, new for 2020.

Capacity:

M-400: 20kg M-410: 50kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

M-400: 5g<10kg>10g M-410: 10g<20kg.20g

Battery Life:

Over 100 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

320mm x 310mm x 60mm

Weight of Scale:

3.8kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 6 x AA Batteries
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Marsden M-310
Compact, Lightweight Handheld Baby Scale
•
•

Ultra-lightweight scale weighing only 0.45kg
Highly portable with compact carry case available

•
•

Soft, reusable sling for baby
Accurate to 10g

Travelling midwives and healthcare visitors have a
lot to transport - so the smaller/lighter the scale,
the better. The M-310 is easy to use, compact and
super-lightweight; it’s also the most affordable
baby scale in our range.
Accessories:

Spare Sling

Spare Hook

CC-310

Capacity:

10kg

Adaptor Specification:

N/A

Graduations:

10g

Battery Life:

80 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

79mm x 150mm x 193mm

Weight of Scale:

0.45kg

Power Supply:

6 x AAA batteries

Marsden M-700
3-in-1 Baby, Toddler and Adult Scale
•
•

Weigh patients of all ages with one scale
Seat for children, weighing tray for babies

•
•

Easy to use functions and clear, accurate readings
Handrails to aid patients
The complete weighing solution for babies,
toddlers and adults. The M-700 features handrails,
seat and removable baby bowl, and is designed as
a robust, permanent solution in your GP surgery,
clinic or maternity ward. There is a full numeric
keypad to help calculate BMI.
Accessories:

Wifi

Bluetooth

TP-2100

Capacity:

150kg (adult) / 60kg (baby/toddler)

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

50g (adult) / 20g (baby/toddler)

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

700mm x 600mm x 45mm

Weight of Scale:

37kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Floor Scales

Marsden M-420
Portable, High Accuracy Floor Scale
•
•

Highly robust - will outlive most scales
Large, clear display and easy to use functions

•
•

Suitable for hospitals and health visitors
Capacity of 220kg, accurate to 50g
The M-420 is Marsden’s flagship floor scale. It’s a
best-seller around the world, thanks to its hardwearing design and fine gradations of 50g. An
optional carry case makes it the perfect portable
weighing solution.
Accessories:

CC-420

Bluetooth

Capacity:

220kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm +ve

Graduations:

50g<150kg>100g

Battery Life:

Over 100 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

320mm x 310mm x 60mm

Weight of Scale:

3.4kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 6 x AA batteries

Marsden M-430
Robust and Portable Floor Scale
•
•

Highly robust - will outlive most scales
Large, clear display and easy to use functions

•
•

Suitable for GP surgeries and health centres
Capacity of 220kg, accurate to 200g
Identical in design to our popular M-420,
the Marsden M-430’s 200g graduations are
ideal for GP surgeries and health centres. The
reinforced aluminium structure means this scale is
lightweight yet built to provide years of
precision weighing.
Accessories:

CC-420

Bluetooth

Capacity:

220kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

200g

Battery Life:

Over 100 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

320mm x 310mm x 60mm

Weight of Scale:

3.4kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 6 x AA batteries
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Marsden M-425
Portable Floor Scale with Separate Display
•
•

Highly robust scale - portable and built to last
Remote handheld weight display for discreet readings

•
•

Suitable for hospitals, school nurses and health visitors
Easy to use and accurate to 50g

For weight sensitive environments, use the
M-425. Based on our rugged, portable M-420
and M-430 floor scales, it’s and built to last. With
a clear handheld weight display, it’s perfect for
health visitors, school nurses and family doctors.
Accessories:

CC-420

Bluetooth

Capacity:

220kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

50g<150kg>100g

Battery Life:

Over 100 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

320mm x 310mm x 60mm

Weight of Scale:

3.4kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 6 x AA batteries

Marsden M-545
Entry Level Portable Floor Scale
•
•

Robust and portable with integrated carry handle
Remote handheld weight display for discreet readings

•
•

Measures BMI; suitable for hospitals and GP surgeries
Affordable, high accuracy scale
With a 250kg capacity, 100g accuracy and
rugged build quality, the M-545 is a dependable
entry-level floor scale. The Body Surface Area
(BSA) function is perfect when calculating drug
dosages. The indicator is handheld for weightsensitive environments.
Accessories:

CC-420

Capacity:

250kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

180 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

310mm x 310mm x 90mm

Weight of Scale:

6kg

Power Supply:

Mains x 6 x AA batteries
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Marsden M-510
Premium Portable Floor Scale

•
•

Remote indicator for weight sensitive areas
Three displays and full numeric keypad

•
•

Suitable for hospitals and weight management clinics
Integrated carry handle
The M-510 is Marsden’s premium floor scale for
weight sensitive areas. Three displays show weight,
height, plus BMI - which is easy to calculate using
the full numeric keypad. The rechargeable battery
will last for upto 3000 weigh-ins.
Accessories:

CC-420

Wifi

Bluetooth

Capacity:

250kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

310mm x 310mm x 90mm

Weight of Scale:

6kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Marsden M-530
High Capacity Bariatric Scale for Plus Size Patients
•
•

Wide, low profile platform
Remote indicator for discreet weighing

•
•

Suitable for hospitals and weight management clinics
Capacity of either 300kg or 500kg
A sturdy, extra wide base make the M-530 perfect
for weighing larger patients. The indicator is
separate, perfect for weight sensitive areas, and
three displays show weight, height and BMI. The
base has a carry handle for transportation.
Accessories:

CC-530

Wifi

Bluetooth

Capacity:

300kg or 500kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

50g<150kg>100g (300kg) / 100g<300kg>200g (500g)

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

600mm x 390mm x 50mm

Weight of Scale:

8kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Column Scales

Marsden M-100
Column Scale with Integrated Height Measure

•
•
•
•

Unique corner design
Large platform - easier to step onto
Integrated height rod - a complete measuring station
Suitable for hospitals and weight management
programmes

High capacity weighing and
measuring.
Weighing and measuring a patient become one process
with the M-100: Its integrated height measure and large
base - suitable for plus size patients - mean getting the
readings you need is now easier. BMI is easy to calculate,
too, with a full numeric keypad for entering the patient’s
height. Better still, the M-100 has been uniquely designed
to allow it to fit neatly into the corner of a room, saving
space. For greater convenience, an automatic height
measure and printer are available for this scale.

Accessories:

Bluetooth

Wifi

TP-2100

HM-201D

Capacity:

300kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

50g<150kg>100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

1240mm x 440mm x 460mm

Weight of Scale:

15kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Marsden M-110
Easy To Use Column Scale with BMI

•
•
•
•

High accuracy, easy to use column scale
Full numeric keypad for quick BMI calculation
Optional height measures and printer
Capacity of 250kg

Simple weighing to complete
measuring station.
The M-110 is a premium quality column scale ideal for
use in clinics and on hospital wards. It’s easy to operate
and a rechargeable battery means it can be used
anywhere.
Wheels at the bottom of the column enable safe and easy
transportation between rooms.
For extra convenience choose the optional height
measures - the HM-201M manual height measure, or the
HM-201D, which automatically sends height data to the
scale.
These height measures, along with optional wireless
connectivity and printer, make the M-110 a complete
measuring station.

Accessories:

Bluetooth

TP-2100

Wifi

HM-201D

Capacity:

250kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

935mm x 310mm x 310mm

Weight of Scale:

9kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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HM-201M

Marsden M-125
Entry Level Digital Column Scale

•
•
•
•

Robust scale for hospital wards and GP surgeries
Large, clear 3cm digital display
BSA and BMI calculation
Accurate to 100g

Entry level price, Class III
accuracy.
The M-125 will help you fulfil all basic medical
weighing needs - with 100g accuracy, 250kg capacity
and simple weighing functions. Use the scale to
calculate a patient’s BMI or Body Surface Area (BSA) - a
feature unique to Marsden scales. Results are displayed
on the large, clear LCD display.
As Marsden’s most affordable column scale, the M-125
is ideal for GP surgeries, health centres and clinics. The
BSA can benefit renal, oncology and other areas where
clear BMI, BSA and weight information is needed.
Outpatient departments can benefit from the large
display and sturdy construction.

Accessories:

HM-201M

Capacity:

250kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

180 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

960mm x 310mm x 310mm

Weight of Scale:

9kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 6 x AA batteries
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Chair Scales

NEW Marsden M-250
Chair Scale with Lift Assist

•
•
•
•

Simple process for patients who need assistance
Smooth-lifting seat - less effort required by staff and
reduced risk of back injuries
Ergonomically designed chair seat for patient
comfort
Enhances manual handling best practices

Reduced strain on the nurse or
carer.
The powered seat of the brand new M-250 could reduce
effort needed to lift a patient from sitting to standing
by as much as 70%, according to the results of our
development and testing process.
The M-250 has been designed to reduce stress and
pressure on patients and staff. It makes weighing patients
who are unable to stand unaided easier: the sculpted
seat lowers the patient to sitting position, and then raises
them to standing position.
This, in turn, could reduce staff time - and potentially
even the need for two staff members - and the risk of
back injuries, caused by patient lifting.
The lifting mechanism is easy to operate via the
handheld control and features such as hinged armrests
and footrests and precision accuracy mean a better
experience for the patient and less stress for staff.

Capacity:

250kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Graduations:

100g

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Overall Dimensions:

1085mm x 670mm x 1015mm

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Seat Dimensions

440mm x 530mm
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Marsden M-200
High Capacity, Plus Size Chair Scale
•
•

Comfortable, extra wide seat for larger patients
Three clear displays for weight, height, BMI

•
•

Hinged armrests and footrests for easy access
Accurate to 50g
The M-200 is perfect for plus size patients with its
250kg or 300kg capacity options and extra wide,
one-piece seat. Hinged armrests and footrests
mean easy access and greater patient comfort and
safety.
Accessories:

Wifi

TP-2100

Capacity:

250kg or 300kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

50g<150kg>100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Seat Dimensions:

530mm x 460mm

Weight of Scale:

27kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Bluetooth

Marsden M-210
Professional, Easy To Use Chair Scale
•
•

Easy to use scale for patients with limited mobility
Three clear displays for weight, height, BMI

•
•

Hinged armrests and footrests for easy access
Capacity of 250kg
A 250kg capacity, 50g accuracy and an easy to use,
split-display indicator are the key benefits of the
Marsden M-210. Add to that hinged armrests and
footrests to make it easier for patients to get into
the seat and you have a versatile chair scale for
hospitals and care homes.
Accessories:

Wifi

TP-2100

Capacity:

250kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

50g<150kg>100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Seat Dimensions:

400mm x 380mm

Weight of Scale:

18kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Bluetooth

Marsden M-225
Entry Level Chair Scale
•
•

Entry level solution for weighing whilst seated
Large, clear 3cm digital display

•
•

Hinged armrests and footrests for easy access
Accurate to 100g
The M-225 has all the essential functions you
need when weighing patients with limited
mobility. A 250kg capacity, 100g accuracy and
long battery life make it a convenient solution
for weighing most patients. Hinged armrests and
footrests ensure easy access.

Capacity:

250kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

180 hours of continuous use

Seat Dimensions:

400mm x 380mm

Weight of Scale:

18kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 6 x AA batteries

Marsden M-230
Entry Level Chair Scale with Wider Seat
•
•

Chair scale with wider than standard seat
Large, clear 3cm digital display

•
•

Hinged armrests and footrests for easy access
Easy to use for simple, accurate results

The Marsden M-230 shares many similarities
of the M-225, with BSA and BMI calculation
and accuracy to the nearest 100g. But with a
seat that’s 60mm wider, this chair scale can
accommodate larger patients.

Capacity:

250kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

180 hours of continuous use

Seat Dimensions:

460mm x 430mm

Weight of Scale:

18kg

Power Supply:

Mains or 6 x AA batteries
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Wheelchair Scales

Marsden M-610
Portable Wheelchair Weigh Beams

•
•

Lightweight and easy to set up
Tare and Preset Tare to deduct weight of wheelchair

•
•

Suitable for weighing most wheelchair types
Accurate to 100g

Our most portable wheelchair scale.

Accessories:

The M-610 is our most portable wheelchair weighing scale.
Perfect for nurses and community health visitors, the beams are
lightweight with an integrated handle, and an optional carry case
is available. For even greater accuracy, deduct the wheelchair
weight using Tare/Preset Tare.
Each beam has a handle and fold-in ramps for portability, and
carry cases are available. The M-610 is easy to use, accurate to
100g and perfect for community nurses and healthcare visitors,
as well as care homes. Use the full numeric keypad to input the
patient’s height so BMI can be calculated.

Bluetooth

Wifi

TP-2100

CC-610

Capacity:

300kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

1200mm x 150mm x 95mm

Weight of Scale:

8.5kg per beam

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Marsden M-620
High Capacity Folding Wheelchair Scale

•

Large movable weighing platform

•

Tare and Preset Tare to deduct weight of wheelchair

•

Folds in for easy storage and transportation

•

Capacity of 300kg - suitable for most patients
Accessories:

Weigh almost any wheelchair,
almost anywhere.
Wifi

TP-2100

Bluetooth

The M-620 is a wheelchair scale with a large spacious
weighing platform to accommodate almost every size of
wheelchair. For easy transportation and storage the ramp
folds in and the platform folds up into a compact unit.
Tare/Preset Tare mean you can deduct the weight of the
wheelchair to get an accurate weight reading for your
patient.

Capacity:

300kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

700mm x 800mm x 80mm

Weight of Scale:

50kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Marsden M-650 Range
Professional Wheelchair Scales

•
•
•
•

Customisable wheelchair scale
One piece platform with gentle incline
Tare and Preset Tare to deduct wheelchair weight
Accurate to 100g

Tailor this scale to your needs.
M-650

The M-650 has a large, low profile platform that will
accommodate almost any wheelchair. Our intuative indicator
has a full numeric keypad for easy BMI calculation. For easier
use, the platform is available with an indicator column
(M-651) so that the weight display is easy to read at waist
height.

M-651

For patients able to stand, two handrails (M-652) make
weighing a struggle-free process, with the weight display
mounted on one handrail. Alternatively, the M-653 has one
hinged handrail.
The scale provides accurate weight readings to 100g and
has a 300kg capacity. BMI can be calculated by inputting
the patient’s height. The indicator is powered by an internal
rechargeable battery for extra portability.

M-652

For patients with visual-spatial issues, choose the all-white
model.
Accessories:

Wifi

TP-2100

Bluetooth

M-653

Capacity:

300kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Graduations:

100g

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Overall Dimensions:

1150mm x 800mm x 66mm

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Weighing Area:

950mm x 740mm

Weight of Scale:

28.6kg
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Bed & High Capacity Scales

Marsden M-900
Portable Bed Weighing Scale

•
•

Portable, low profile beams
Preset Tare and Tare functions

•
•

Simple set-up for quick and easy weighing
Fitted with carry handles for portability

Bedbound weighing made
simple.
Designed with simplicity in mind, our M-900 weigh
beams are easy to set up and use and mean you can
weigh a bedbound patient without disturbing them.
Simply place the two beams next to the castors of a bed,
switch the indicator on and roll the bed onto the beams.
The Preset Tare function means the weight of the bed
is automatically deducted from the reading. Each beam
has wheels and a handle, so you can bring the scale to
the bed, wherever it is.

Accessories:

Bluetooth

Wifi

TP-2100

Capacity:

600kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g<300kg>200g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

1256mm x 366mm x 61mm

Weight of Scale:

11kg per beam

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Marsden M-950
Portable Bed Weighing Scale with Trolley
•
•

Four portable, low profile pads for almost any bed
Trolley supplied for storage and transportation

•
•

Made to order in our UK factory
Accurate to 200g

A straightforward way to weigh bedbound patients.
The M-950 consists of four pads that are simply
placed under each castor of the bed. Preset Tare can
be used to remove the bed weight from the display
before your patient is weighed.
Accessories:

4 x Carry Cases

Wifi

Capacity:

600kg or 1000kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

200g or 500g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Pad Dimensions:

390mm x 260mm x 45mm

Weight of Scale:

5kg per pad

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Bluetooth

Marsden M-955
Portable Bed Scale for Double Castor Beds
•
•

Four portable, low profile pads
Trolley supplied for storage and transportation

•
•

Made to order in our UK factory
Upto 1000kg capacity
The M-955 consists of an indicator, trolley and four
low profile weigh pads, designed for double castor
beds. This makes weighing bedridden patients
easy and, with 600kg and 1000kg capacity versions
available, weighing larger patients is not a problem.
Accessories:

Wifi

TP-2100

Capacity:

600kg or 1000kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

200g or 500g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Pad Dimensions:

720mm x 205mm x 55mm

Weight of Scale:

10kg per pad

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Bluetooth

Marsden M-910
Floor Mounted Bed Scale
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Made to measure weighing area
Capacity and graduation to order
Anti slip durbar finish
2 long ramps with a shallow incline
Tare to deduct weight of bed
Wall or column mounted indicator
Optional printer

Capacity:

600kg, 1500kg or 3000kg

Graduations:

From 200g

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Adaptor Spec:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Capacity:

600kg or 1500kg

Graduations:

200g or 500g

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Adaptor Spec:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Capacity:

600kg or 1500kg

Graduations:

200g or 500g

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Adaptor Spec:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Capacity:

600kg, 1500kg or 3000kg

Graduations:

From 200g

Dimensions:

Available on request

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Adaptor Spec:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Marsden M-920
Stainless Steel Bed Weighing Scale with Ramps
•
•
•
•
•
•

Drive thru scale with built in foldable
ramps
Very low profile - only 45mm high
Short ramps with shallow incline
Fully stainless steel construction
Tare to deduct weight of bed
Wall or column mounted indicator

Marsden M-925
Bed Weighing Scale with Ramps
•
•
•
•
•

Drive thru platform scale with built
in foldable ramps
Very low profile - only 45mm high
Short ramps with shallow incline
Tare to deduct weight of bed
Wall or column mounted indicator

Marsden M-930
Pit Mounted Bed Scale
•
•
•
•
•

Pit mounted platform (flush with the
floor)
No need for ramps
Anti slip durbar finish
Tare to deduct weight of bed
Wall mounted or column mounted
indicator with numeric keypad
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Marsden M-600/605
MDD Approved Hoist Weighing Attachment

•

Lightweight and portable scales that attach to hoists

•

Suit most ‘coathanger’ style sling supports

•

Suitable for use in care homes or hospitals

•

M-605 10cm wider to suit larger spreader bars

The UK’s only approved hoist
weighing attachments.
As a medical device, hoist weighing attachments must
be MDD Approved. This makes the Marsden M-600 and
M-605 the only hoist weighing attachments legal for use.
Both models are lightweight and portable, designed to
attach to the spreader bars of hoists. For standard width
spreader bars, choose the M-600; alternatively, choose the
M-605 with its extra 10cm of width for larger hoists.
Accessories:

Wifi

CC-600/CC-605

Bluetooth

Capacity:

200kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

M-600: 630mm x 275mm x 160mm M-605: 730mm x 275mm x 160mm

Weight of Scale:

M-600: 6kg M-605: 6.7kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Marsden M-800
High Capacity Handrail Scale
•
•

Large stand on scale with low profile platform
Sturdy handrails for patient stability

•
•

Full numeric keypad and three displays
Accurate to 50g
Weighing patients unsteady on their feet is
effortless with the M-800. Sturdy handrails and a
low profile platform mean the patient can easily
step onto the scale and get an instant reading.
There’s a full numeric keypad for simple BMI
calculation.
Accessories:

Wifi

HM-201M

TP-2100

Bluetooth

Capacity:

300kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

50g<150kg.300g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

700mm x 600mm x 50mm

Weight of Scale:

33kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

Marsden M-640
High Capacity Stand On/Wheelchair Scale
•
•

Large wheelchair weighing platform
Handrails to hold onto; hinged seat

•
•

Full numeric keypad and three displays
Accurate to 50g
Weigh patients simply and safely with this truly
versatile scale. It’ll accommodate a wheelchair,
alternatively there’s a hinged seat, or sturdy
handrails. Capacity available in either 300kg or
500kg making this a weighing scale suitable for all
people.
Accessories:

Wifi

TP-2100

Bluetooth

Capacity:

300kg or 500kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

50g<150kg>100g (300kg); 100g<300kg>200g (500kg)

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

800mm x 800mm

Weight of Scale:

48kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Body Composition Scales

Marsden MBF-6000/MBF-6010
Portable Body Composition Scales

•
•

A complete picture of your body health
Measures Body Fat, Protein Mass, Muscle Mass (full
list below)

•
•

A comprehensive body health
assessment.

Portable (MBF-6000) or column-mounted (MBF-6010)
Print provided for hard copy of results

MBF-6010

Marsden Body Composition Scales provide high accuracy body
health readings. Rather than relying simply on your weight
reading, or BMI score, you can get a complete assessment of
what your body is made up of.
Developed with help from Hull York Medical School, these
scales mean patients and healthcare professionals have more
information to help inform better dietary decisions. Both scales
– the portable MBF-6000 and the MBF-6010 column scale –
provide the following readings:
Fat Mass/Fat Free Mass (FM/FFM)

Intracellular Water (ICW)

Muscle Mass (MM)

Visceral Fat Area Level (VFA)

Skeletal Muscle (SM)

Metabolic Age (AGEM)

Protein Mass (PM)

Basal Metabolic Rate (BMR)

Body Fat Percentage

Total Body Water (TBW)

Extracellular Water (ECW)

Health Score

For full details of these readings and what they mean, scan the
QR code and download the Body Composition Scales Guide.
Accessories:

CC-530

MBF-6000

HM-201M

HM-201D

Capacity:

300kg

Adaptor Specification:

12V 1A 2.5mm tip +ve

Graduations:

100g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Base Dimensions:

340mm x 450mm x 80mm

Weight of Scale:

MBF-6000: 9.5kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable

MBF-6010: 12.5kg
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NEW Marsden B-400
Waterproof Stainless Steel Swab Scale

•
•

Stainless steel, IP67-certified scale
Wash down to keep it hygienic

•
•

Easy to use for a quick, clear weight reading
Perfect for weighing organs, swabs and nappies

Lightweight, accurate and built to
last.
This easy to use, lightweight scale is perfect for high
accuracy swab weighing. A stainless steel casing protects
the scale from moisture, and the large, clear LCD display
displays the weight clearly. The scale is lightweight and
battery powered for portability.
The B-400 is IP67-certified, too, and tough construction
means it’ll last years.
A 6kg capacity makes this the perfect scale for hospital
environments where swab and urine weighing is needed.

Capacity:

6kg

Adaptor Specification:

15V 300mA tip +

Graduations:

1g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

285mm x 255mm x 90mm

Weight of Scale:

3.6kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Batteries
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Marsden DS-502
Wipedown Swab Scale
•
•

Tough IP65-certified casing
Easy to read LCD display

•
•

Exceptional battery life
Accurate to 1g
The DS-502 is the NHS’ number one scale for
weighing fluids. It’s IP65-certified - therefore can
be wiped down to keep it hygienic. Get 1000
hours of use from just four C-sized batteries.

Capacity:

6kg

Adaptor Specification:

N/A

Graduations:

1g

Battery Life:

1000 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

250mm x 230mm x 120mm

Weight of Scale:

2.2kg

Power Supply:

4 x C-sized batteries

Marsden DS-673SS
Waterproof Stainless Steel Swab/Organ Scale
•

Stainless steel, IP68 rated casing

•

Suitable for laboratories and operating theatres

•

Bright, easy to read LED display

•

Larger capacities available
The DS-673SS is fully waterproof IP68 swab scale
for weighing swabs and organs. It’s suitable for
wet environments and can be washed down. Its
rechargeable battery provides 55 hours of use
from full charge.

Capacity:

6kg

Adaptor Specification:

3pi 9Vn tip -ve

Graduations:

1g

Battery Life:

55 hours of continuous use

Dimensions:

285mm x 240mm x 135mm

Weight of Scale:

3kg

Power Supply:

Mains/Rechargeable
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Height Measures and Accessories

Marsden HM-80P
Baby/Toddler Measuring Rod
Graduations:

1mm

Measuring
Range:

10cm - 80cm

Dimensions:

880mm x 350mm x 100mm

Weight:

0.7kg

Digital Baby Height Measure

Graduations:

1mm

•

Digital height rod for measuring babies

Measuring
Range:

35cm - 80cm

and toddlers

Dimensions:

625mm x 355mm x 105mm

•

Fits to M-400 and M-410 baby scales

Weight:

1.6kg

•

Wipe clean baby tray

Power Supply:

1 x AAA Battery

•

Easy to assemble

•

Plastic mechanical measuring rod

•

Perfectly sized for babies and
toddlers

Marsden HM-80D

Marsden HM-200P
Portable Height Measure
•

Portable, light and easy to carry

•

Moulded plastic design

•

Easy to assemble

•

Complete with stabilisers

•

Comes with robust corrugated case

Graduations:

1mm/1.8”

Measuring Range:

0 - 2m / 6’6”

Carry Box
Dimensions:

675mm x 365mm x 125mm

Marsden HM-201M
Telescopic Height Measure

Graduations:

1mm / 1/8”

•

Telescopic height measure made of anodised aluminium

Dimensions:

936mm x 35mm x 26mm

•

Can be fixed to the wall or mounted on column scales

Measuring Range:

60cm - 2m / 24” - 6’6”

•

Incorporates fold down head piece for safety

•

Patient’s height read at eye level

Graduations:

1mm

Marsden HM-201D
Auto Digital Height Measure
•

Suitable for M-100, M-110, MBF-6010 column scales

Dimensions:

1780mm x 40mm x 30mm

•

Digital display

Measuring Range:

1.2m - 2m

•

Connects to Marsden medical indicator

Weight:

0.85kg

Sends height straight to scale’s display for auto height

Power Supply:

1 x AAA Battery

•

and BMI readout
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Marsden HM-200D
Digital Telescopic Height Measure
•

Anodised aluminium digital height measure

•

Attaches to Marsden column scales

•

Digital display

Graduations:

1mm

Dimensions:

1780mm x 40mm x 30mm

Measuring Range:

1.2m - 2m

Weight:

0.85kg

Power Supply:

1 x AAA Battery

Graduations:

1mm

Dimensions:

2100mm x 80mm x 70mm

Measuring Range:

1m - 2.1m

Weight:

1.25kg

Power Supply:

1 x AAA Battery

Graduations:

1mm or 1/8”

Base Dimensions:

380mm x 350mm x 50mm

Measuring Range:

75cm to 2.15m

Graduations:

1mm

H-629-1 Length

1m

H-629-2 Length

2m

Graduations:

1mm or 1/8”

Marsden HM-210D
Digital Wall-Mounted Height Measure
•

Anodised aluminium digital height measure

•

Suitable for wall mounting

•

Digital display

Marsden H-628
Free Standing Height Measure

•

2.54cm (1”) square anodised aluminium height rod

•

Free standing with base

Marsden H-629-1/H-629-2
Body Measuring Rod
•

2.54cm (1”) square anodised aluminium measuring rod

•

Plastic slider and foot support fitted

Marsden H-630
Wall-Mounted Height Measure

•

2.54cm (1”) square anodised aluminium height rod

Measuring Range:

75cm - 2.15m

•

Attaches to wall with two hinges (supplied)

Maximum Height

2.15m

•

Plastic slider folds flat to the wall when not in use
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Marsden Printers

DP-3810

MBF

TP-2100 Thermal Dot Line Printer
TP-2110 Bluetooth Printer
•

High resolution – 8 dots/mm

•

Max print width 48mm

•

Print speed width 75mm/sec

•

TP-2110 has Bluetooth connectivity

Marsden Remote Display
•

Remote display suitable for M-420 and M-430

•

Dimensions: 70mm x 120mm x 55mm

Marsden Adaptors
DP-2400/DP-3810 Adaptors
•

Replacement battery charger for all Marsden scales that operate
with rechargeable battery
Adaptor:

3pin tip +ve 12V 2.5mm tip adaptor for DP-3800/DP3810/M-4xx

Adaptor:

3pin tip +ve 12V 300m/a for DP-2400/MS-41xx

DP-3810

DP-2400

Marsden CC-310
Handheld Baby Scale Carry Case
•

Suitable for M-310 handheld baby scale

•

Dimensions: 190mm x 100mm diameter

Marsden CC-400/RK-400
Baby Scale Carry Case and Rucksack
•

Suitable for M-400, M-410, and M-300

•

CC-400 Dimensions: 590mm x 360mm x 140mm

•

RK-400 Dimensions: 600mm x 360mm x 150mm

CC-400

RK-400
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Marsden CC-420
Stand On Scale Carry Case
•

Suitable for M-420, M-425, M-430, M-510 and M-545

•

Dimensions: 390mm x 350mm x 150mm

Marsden CC-530
Stand On Scale Carry Case
•

Carry case suitable for M-530 and MBF-6000

•

Dimensions: 650mm x 500mm x 100mm

Marsden CC-600 & CC-605
Hoist Scale Carry Case
•

Suitable for M-600 or M-605

•

CC-600 Dimensions: 610mm x 190mm x 170mm

•

CC-605 Dimensions: 760mm x 190mm x 170mm

Marsden CC-610
Carry Case for M-610 Wheelchair Beams
•

Carry case suitable for M-610 wheelchair weigh beams

•

Dimensions per beam: 980mm x 190mm x 120mm

Marsden CC-999
Carry Case for M-999 Patient Transfer Scale
•

Carry case suitable for M-999 Patient Transfer Scale

•

Dimensions: 1900mm x 800mm x 30mm
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Service and Maintenance
Marsden Weighing Group is in a unique position,
a UK manufacturer with a nationwide network of
service engineers providing a breakdown and repair
service, along with scheduled maintenance visits
and the accreditation and ability to carry out on-site
repairs and re-verification to scales.
Very few UK companies can offer on-site
re-verification and Marsden are the only UK
manufacturer with nationwide coverage. We currently
handle over 200 NHS contracts nationwide and are
accredited to re-verify most makes of scale on-site, a
true one-stop solution to purchasing and maintaining
medical weighing equipment.
Our engineers cover the UK and Republic of Ireland,
and all scales are maintained in accordance with
Directive 2014/31/EU.
Member of the UK Weighing Federation
The UKWF Code of Practice states: The Code required
UKWF Members to suitably train their personnel in
all aspects of the Code and the industry: the UKWF
provides a nationally recognised Certificate of
Competence for persons engaged in the industry.
This Code of Practice has been produced by the
UKWF as a means of demonstrating to all interested
parties that the UKWF Members operate to the
highest standards of integrity and professional
practice; compliance with this has been compulsory
since 1st January 1998.

•

•
•

Following the survey, the Department of Health
issued an Alert endorsing these recommendations.
Based on the results of the inspections, it is LACORS’
continued view that all recommendations remain
necessary. This is necessary not only for patient care,
but also to prove due diligence if a negligence claim
were to be brought, for example.
Marsden Full Calibration Contract with
Certification
•

•
•
•

LACORS Report and Findings
In October 2009, LACORS (Local Authorities
Co-ordinators of Regulatory Services), the local
government body responsible for overseeing the
services run by councils to protect the public made a
series of recommendations to hospital trusts. Among
these were:

Each hospital or trust should procure all
weighing equipment centrally (rather than on a
ward-by-ward basis), ideally by the department
responsible for maintaining equipment.
Each trust should instigate a programme of
testing for their equipment.
Any inaccurate equipment should be removed
from service pending replacement or repair.

•
•
•
•
•

Our engineers, who are fully qualified to the
UK Weighing Federation Code of Calibration
practice, come to you and test all your weighing
equipment in one visit.
At the end of each visit, job sheets, calibration
certificates and invoices are available on the
Marsden Service Customer Portal.
The weighing scale is tested to capacity over
five calibration points using M1 certified test
weights (certificates available on request).
A calibration certificate will be provided which
shows scale make and model, serial number
and location, linearity and hysteresis, corner
testing (where applicable) and repeatability test.
The calibration certificate provided offers the
hospital or clinic full traceability.
On site repair and re-verification.
Discounts available for contract customers.
Quick response times.
Provision of loan scales when required.

Non-Contract Service, Repair and Calibration
Marsden is happy to provide service, repair and
calibration to non-contract customers. Please contact
our Service Department on +44 (0) 1709 364296
or email service@marsdengroup.co.uk. We will be
pleased to provide advice and a quotation.
Return to Base Calibration and Repair Service
A cost-effective and fast solution which will repair,
calibrate and re-verify your scales within 3 days of
receiving the scale and purchase order – avoiding the
need for travel time and call out costs.
Portable Medical Scales
•
•

Send the weighing scales to our factory.
We will repair, re-calibrate, re-verify and return
it to you or direct to your customer.

Marsden Chair Scales, Wheelchair Weighers &
Bariatric Scales
We appreciate that it may be difficult for you or your
customer to return larger scales to us. We offer the
following solution:
•
•
•

•

When needed we can provide packaging that
can be sent direct to you or your customer.
The scale can then be returned or collected by
us for repair, re-calibration and re-verification.
We guarantee that the scale will be repaired or
returned to you or your customer within 3 days
of receiving the scale and purchase order at our
factory.
We will return the scale and any reports to you
or directly to your customer.

Useful Information
Marsden Client Portal
The Marsden client portal offers a quick, clear and
efficient overview of the present service situation to
its contract customers.
The Marsden client portal enables our customers to
have access to the following services:
•
•
•
•
•

Asset details
Calibration certificates
Invoices
Booking a callout
Scale history

requirements of the Directive for Non-Automatic
Scales for Medical Use 2014/31/EU.
Marsden has the ISO9001:2015 accreditation.

A solution of 1% sodium hypochlorite is suitable.

Marsden Warranty Policy

User training for our products is available. For
information please call +44 (0) 1709 364296 and ask
for Product Training.

All scales in this catalogue, with the exception of
the M-999 Patient Transfer Scale, carry a four year
warranty as standard from the date of purchase for
all faults due to material or construction. Faults under
the warranty are repaired free of charge.
All movable parts – for example batteries, cables and
adaptors are excluded.

For further details on Marsden service and
maintenance, advice regarding your maintenance
programme or to arrange a quotation please contact
our office on:

It is the responsibility of the customer to return the
product to our factory in Rotherham. Claims covered
under warranty will be carried out free of charge and
Marsden will pay for the return transport costs.

Tel: +44 (0) 1709 364296
Email: service@marsdengroup.co.uk
Web: www.marsden-weighing.co.uk

Important Note

Accreditations
Marsden Weighing Group has been assessed and
registered by SGS Limited (UKAS Accredited Notified
Body No. 0120) against the provisions of Directive
2014/31/EU to undertake EC Declaration of
Conformity.
Scales that have been approved under EC Directive
2014/31/EU and calibrated in accordance with
precision Class III or Class IIII are clearly identified in
this catalogue with the green on a white background
button with Class III or Class IIII. I.e. Class III & Class
IIII. Products carrying these symbols meet the

Warranty claims will be invalidated if the equipment is
tampered with by unauthorised personnel.

Training Policy

Product Support
We offer unlimited free telephone product support.
For information on any of our scales phone
+44 (0) 1709 364296 and ask for Product Support.
Price / Product Information
• For product prices please contact Marsden.
• Product specification may alter due to a policy of
continued product development.
Returns Policy
•

Scales returned due to Marsden error – no
charge.
Order placed is incorrect and subsequent
replacement scale is ordered – 10% charge.
Order placed is incorrect, scale refused on
delivery and replacement model is not ordered
– 20% charge.

Calibration Information

•

It is recommended that all medical scales are checked
for calibration annually as a minimum by a suitably
qualified organisation.

•

For information about service and calibration
contracts see above or contact us.

Registration Numbers

Cleaning

WEEE registration number:
WEE/DE007102

Scales surfaces may be cleaned / disinfected using
standard hospital products used for such purposes.

NPWD registration number:
NPWD 231048
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Tel: +44 (0) 1709 364296
E-mail: sales@marsdengroup.co.uk

www.marsden-weighing.com
www.patienttransferscale.com

MarsdenWeighing
@MarsdenWeighing
www.youtube.com/MarsdenWeighing

